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Synopsis 
  
Armageddon has never been so darkly funny as in The Atomic Cafe . This 1982 cult classic 
juxtaposes Cold War history, propaganda, music and culture, seamlessly crafted from 
government-produced educational and training films, newsreels and advertisements. Taken 
together, these sources instruct the public on how to live in the Atomic Age, how to survive a 
nuclear attack, how to fight and win a nuclear war. As a U.S. Army training film advises, 
"Viewed from a safe distance, the atomic bomb is one of the most beautiful sights ever seen by 
man."  
 
In 2016, the film was selected for preservation in the United States' National Film Registry by 
the Library of Congress, being deemed "culturally, historically, or aesthetically significant". 
Returning to theaters in a sparkling 4K digital restoration created by IndieCollect (where it newly 
screened for the first time for SXSW audiences in March, 2018), The Atomic Cafe  is an absurdist 
blast from the past. 
 

 



 
THE DIRECTORS 
 
Pierce Rafferty: 
Following the release of The Atomic Cafe  in 1982, Pierce Rafferty co-founded Petrified Films, an 
independent stock footage library located in the Meat Market District, New York City. From 
1984 to 1994, Petrified's holdings grew exponentially to include various corporate in-house 
libraries, including those of Warner Bros. (pre-1951) and Columbia Pictures (pre-1965). In 1994, 
Petrified Films sold its collection to Image Bank, a company that was subsequently purchased by 
Getty Images. In 2002, Pierce moved to Fishers Island, NY, where he works as the director of 
the Henry L. Ferguson Museum, an institution with archaeological, natural history and history 
collections, that also holds and manages the island’s only Land Trust.  
 
Jayne Loader: 
Jayne Loader was born in Weatherford, Texas and grew up in Fort Worth.  Following the release 
of The Atomic Cafe,  she wrote a novel, Between Pictures , and a collection of short stories, "Wild 
America", both published by Grove Press. In 1995, Jayne shifted gears yet again and created a 
CD-ROM and website, "Public Shelter,” featuring “WWWench," one of the first blogs.  During 
the 2000s, Jayne and her husband, the astronomer Robert Kirshner, were Masters of Quincy 
House at Harvard College.  She lives in Portola Valley, California and Friendship, Maine. 
  
Kevin Rafferty: 
Kevin Rafferty has made the following feature documentaries: 
  
Hurry Tomorrow  (1975, with Richard Cohen) 
The Atomic Café  (1982, with Jayne Loader and Pierce Rafferty) 
Blood in the Face  (1991, with Anne Bohlen and James Ridgeway) 
Feed  (1992, with James Ridgeway) 
The Last Cigarette  (1997, with Frank Keraudren) 
Harvard Beats Yale 29-29  (2008) 
  
He has also contributed camera work to Roger and Me  (directed by Michael Moore) and The 
War Room  (directed by Chris Hegedus and D. A. Pennebaker). 
  
 
  
 
 
 



Directors’ Statement: 
  
What is The Atomic Cafe? 
  
Is it  "A comic horror film"?  
(J. Hoberman, The Village Voice) 
  
Is it  "A stunner! A movie that has one howling with laughter, horror and disbelief"?  
(Vincent Canby, The New York Times) 
  
Does it. "Knock(s) you for a loop on three counts: it's profoundly shocking, very funny and 
should be a lesson to all of us with respect to official propaganda"?  
(Archer Winston, The New York Post) 
  
Is it  "An explosive movie! Chilling, harrowing and hilarious"?  
(David Sterritt, The Christian Science Monitor) 
  
Does it contain  "The blackest apocalyptic humor since Dr. Strangelove"?  
(Richard Harrington, The Washington Post) 
  
Is it  "A powerful reminder of the lunatic forces at work in the world and of the perennial love 
affair between a guy and his warhead"?  
(Barbara Kruger, Art Forum) 
  
Is it  "The seminal postmodern movie"?  (whatever that means...)  
(Mel Bochner, painter) 
  
We don't know. We just made the darn thing. 
  
-- Kevin Rafferty, Jayne Loader, Pierce Rafferty, June 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

In ‘The Atomic Cafe,’ U.S. Cold War Propaganda Comes  
Out of the Bunkers for the Trump Era 

March 7, 2018 
Michael Agresta, an Austin resident, has written for Slate,  the Atlantic  and the Wall Street Journal. 

 
Woman in fallout suit (still from The Atomic Cafe ). COURTESY/JAYNE LOADER 

When Jayne Loader was a child growing up in 1950s and ’60s Fort Worth, she lived 
across the street from E.O. “Soapy” Gillam, the “bomb shelter king of North Texas.” This 
was the height of the Cold War, when a man like Gillam could do good business catering 
to nuclear anxieties — and to the bizarre, morbid advice of U.S. government propaganda 
films that taught kids how to “duck and cover” and warned their parents to build bunkers 
in case a bomb should detonate in their neighborhood. 
 
Inane as such gestures may have been in the face of world-destroying nuclear arsenals, 
Loader and her friends adjusted. Her friend, Gillam’s daughter, used her family’s bunker 
as a clubhouse and secret party spot. “My memories of the bomb shelter are not just of a 
place you’d go for a nuclear war, but also a place where you’d go to get away from your 
parents and make out, play spin the bottle and steal your parents’ liquor,” Loader says.  



 
Kevin Rafferty, Jayne Loader and Pierce Rafferty in 1982 (c) Merry Alpern  COURTESY/JAYNE LOADER 

Decades later, involved in the anti-nuclear movement in New York City, Loader felt 
compelled to revisit the strange mix of Eisenhower-era exuberance and post-Hiroshima 
horror that formed the backdrop to her childhood. The result is The Atomic Cafe , a 
seminal found-footage documentary co-directed by Loader along with brothers Kevin 
and Pierce Rafferty. 

The film is unusual in format, stitching together various archival sources vérité-style with 
no voiceover or title cards. Much like those who came of age in the decades after World 
War II, viewers of The Atomic Cafe  are left to their own devices to find an overall 
narrative in the various bits of government films, TV advertisements and news interviews 
included. Only through subtle editing choices do the filmmakers guide us in making 
sense of the senselessness of the bomb and our country’s early, troubling stewardship 
of it. 

Last year, the U.S. Library of Congress added The Atomic Cafe  to the National Film 
Registry, an honor reserved for 25 “culturally, historically, or aesthetically significant 
films” each year. This special designation came with funds for a sparkling new 
restoration, which will play to an audience for the first time Saturday night at SXSW. 



 

Boy Scouts fallout shelter float (still from The Atomic Cafe ).  

COURTESY/JAYNE LOADER 

It’s no surprise that the preservationists at the Library of Congress would have a soft 
spot for The Atomic Cafe —  the film is itself a powerful example of the film archivist’s 
work. Loader and her partners spent years sifting through archives at various 
government agencies involved in Cold War propaganda, in addition to television 
libraries. Much of this footage likely never would have reached the eyes of the general 
public if not for their research. 

Some of what they found brought to light deeply troubling actions by the U.S. 
government and attitudes expressed in the U.S. media in the early nuclear era. The 
most difficult section of The Atomic Cafe  to watch deals with Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 
Gruesome images of victims, widely disseminated now, would not have been seen 
before by most audiences in the early 1980s, Loader says. While the screen shows 
images of charred bodies, we hear audio from an American radio comedy show: “We 
flew over Hiroshima. … It was a shambles. It looked like Ebbets Field after a 
double-header with the Giants! (Laugh track.) “ 



 
Atomic bomb protective device (still from The Atomic Cafe ).  

 COURTESY/JAYNE LOADER 

The film’s implicit critiques extend far beyond the complex wartime decisions of August 
1945. For instance, American viewers in the 1950s might have watched a news program 
on nuclear testing at Bikini Atoll without fully grasping the consequences for islanders 
whose bodies and food sources were poisoned by the radiation. By The Atomic Cafe ‘s 
release in the 1980s, the injustice was clearer, and even more so today. 

Along similar lines, one of the most important finds in The Atomic Cafe  is a military film 
showing U.S. soldiers being intentionally exposed to nuclear radiation at a 1957 
detonation at the Nevada Proving Grounds, in an exercise jocularly code-named Troop 
Test Smoky. On film, we see soldiers briefed on their maneuvers: “Watched from a safe 
distance, this explosion is one of the most beautiful sights ever seen by man.” Then, on 
the day of the blast, we see them cheerfully loaded into trenches at varying distances 
from the detonation, outfitted with dosimeters to test their radiation exposure. It’s clear 
that the soldiers are being used as guinea pigs. 



 
Civil defense drill (still from The Atomic Cafe ).  COURTESY/JAYNE LOADER 

Loader and one of her co-directors uncovered the Smoky film in a library at an Air Force 
base in Pennsylvania. “We had to kind of go, ‘Mmhm, oh, that’s interesting,’ pretending 
we weren’t excited,” Loader says. “Then we put in the reels for reproduction, and they 
gave them to us. We were in shock.” These days, Loader adds, the military makes such 
archives much less accessible, and any similar research would require Freedom of 
Information Act requests. 

As a viewing experience, however, The Atomic Cafe  is much more than the sum of its 
archival parts. Its deepest impact is not as advocacy or preservation, but as an 
immersion in the sinister yet silly, weird yet all-too-familiar world of postwar nuclear 
Americana. It never feels too distant, despite the years, perhaps because both careless 
stewardship of the bomb and surreal official propaganda seem to be making a 
comeback. 

“I think the film will strike a chord with people living through the Trump period, having to 
hear about, ‘My button is bigger than your button,’” Loader says. “People are frightened. 
It seems like a constant theme for the past year, fear of nuclear war.” 

 
 



 
By Barbara Kruger, Summer 1982 

 

“The Atomic Cafe” 
FILM FORUM 

From 1945 on, the “information” on atomic testing and nuclear warfare and their effects on 

human beings reads like a bumpy little fairy tale rife with tiny discomforts, reducing global 

strategies to the level of slightly belligerent nursery rhymes. These farfetched narratives are the 

stuff of The Atomic Cafe , a film by Jayne Loader and Kevin and Pierce Rafferty. Consisting of 

governmental, military, and educational films of the ’40s and ’50s, it is an anthology of the 

propagandistic presentation which aimed at convincing its viewers to stop worrying and learn to 

love the bomb. Exhibiting a studious understanding of the visual power of its “original” footage, 

the film strings together dozens of horrifyingly deluded narratives. A plane’s shimmering silver 

wing sinks into a South Seas blue sky; a farmer, small and humble on his tractor, is slowly 

shadowed by the sleek elegance of a passing jet. These shots, functioning with the grace of a 

Chanel commercial and punctuated by such atomic-era melodies as “This Cold War With You,” 

armored their viewers from the fact of their own vulnerability. The animated sequences, honed 

to silly perfection, tell tales of pudgy little rockets chugging along toward their targets like 

friendly baby locomotives. Cartoon figures of Commie troops loom like the bogeymen replicas 

they’re supposed to be. Soldiers at a test site are shown running toward  ground zero after the 

officer in charge has advised them not to worry about themselves, they’d be OK. A family in a 

fallout shelter waits for the blast while Dad announces, “If there’s an explosion we’ll wait about a 

minute and then go upstairs.” Then there’s “Duck and Cover,” a filmic ditty which purportedly 

instructs the viewer on what to do when the bomb falls. “Duck and cover,” croons a helpful 

animated turtle friend. “That flash means act fast.” Unfortunately none of this information 

mentions the fact that “fast” will never be fast enough, and that the bright-eyed children, modest 

https://www.artforum.com/print/reviews/198206/the-atomic-cafe-65762
https://www.artforum.com/print/reviews/198206/the-atomic-cafe-65762
https://www.artforum.com/search?search=Jayne%20Loader
https://www.artforum.com/search?search=Pierce%20Rafferty


moms, and competent dads, and even their cute little turtle friends, will all be incinerated in a 

heap of burning flesh and melted charm bracelets. 

 

The Atomic Cafe  is a powerful reminder of the lunatic forces at work in the world and of the 

perennial love affair between a guy and his warhead. An ambitious exercise in editing, its acuity 

lies in the gathering and quoting of images and words already existing as film—a propaganda of 

propagandas. Through this appropriative device and reproductive structure, it connects with 

certain strategies within the art subculture: those of works that engage both implicit and explicit 

commentaries. But the filmmakers have resisted the explicitness of a voice-over, using the 

editing procedure as the sole alteration of the original footage. This editing exhibits a strenuous 

virtuosity which allows for both a succinct restatement of the clips’ original sentiments and a 

subtle recreation of meaning. The ridiculously baroque constructions of the government footage 

finally give way to audience laughter. 

 

This amusingness, coupled with the dated, nostalgic quality of the original sermons, results in a 

kind of sweet, distanced entertainment (as if terms like “window of vulnerability” and “margin of 

nuclear superiority” weren’t being bandied about today). The Atomic Cafe ’s focus on the implicit 

reading of its clips can be seen as a tactical error, but its charm might allow the film a broad 

theatrical and video distribution. And its accessibility is the value of this movie, along with its 

possible ability to pave the way for more explicitly critical works, less mired in liberal cuteness. 

But despite its cuteness, The Atomic Cafe  is a thoughtful suggestion to us all: that it might be 

pleasurable for us to continue breathing. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

(Review by David Sterritt, March 18, 1982) 

 

Moving to the period after World War II, the enterprising Film Forum in New York is introducing a 

fascinating new movie called ''The Atomic Cafe'' -- a ''compilation film'' composed of documentary and 

propaganda footage, all dealing with the subject of nuclear power during the cold war. An alternately 

chilling, harrowing, and hilarious picture, it continues at the Film Forum through March 30 and has its 

West Coast premiere March 27 at the Filmex festival in Los Angeles. It deserves to be seen everywhere, 

and if American movie distributors are on their toes, it will be. 

To quote a statement by Karen Cooper, who runs the Film Forum, ''much of what we know, think, feel, 

desire, and fear'' is defined by TV and movie images, newspaper headlines, and other not-so-hidden 

persuaders, all ''written and photographed, selected and shaped, reworked and edited for our 

consumption.'' The makers of ''The Atomic Cafe'' have put together 88 minutes of government, military, 

and educational materials -- first seen in movie theaters, classrooms, training sessions, and early TV sets 

-- designed to ''sell'' the atomic bomb to the American people in the 1940s and '50s. 

As an exercise in nostalgia, ''The Atomic Cafe'' works wonderfully well, complete with ''I Like Ike'' 

sunglasses and Bill Haley rock 'n' roll. But the film's real meaning lies on deeper and far more serious 

levels. Using primary sources from the early atomic era, it examines the roots of American thought 

regarding the ''A-bomb'' and the ''H-bomb,'' and demonstrates that -- a mere 30 years ago -- these 

apocalyptic weapons were being eased into the popular consciousness as handy tools, friendly protectors, 



''gifts from God,'' and at worst, remote threats that didn't deserve much consideration from just plain 

folks. 

Looking back on the first days of the atomic age, it's downright frightening to contemplate nuclear bombs 

in the hands of people capable of the racism that oozes from a military film about the ''happy, simple'' 

people of Bikini atoll. It becomes hard to imagine how we ever survived the pointedly stupid logic that told 

TV viewers not to spend 85 percent of their time worrying about a weapon that poses a mere 15 percent 

chance of killing them; or the ostrich mentality that led to cheerful advertisements for backyard fallout 

shelters (''stay inside for at least an hour after the attack'') and lead playsuits for children. 

We did survive those years, but what mental seeds were planted by such pernicious propaganda? How 

much popular blindness to the threat of nuclear war stems from American smugness over Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki, self-congratulation over receiving such powerful ''gifts from God,'' and artificially implanted 

trust in generals and politicians who must ''know more then ordinary people'' because they say they do? 

Graphically and potently, ''The Atomic Cafe'' thrusts these questions before our eyes. It is not entirely 

''objective'' - this material too has been selectively edited - but its methods are generally as responsible as 

its message. High praise goes to filmmakers Kevin Rafferty, Jayne Loader, and Pierce Rafferty, who 

painstakingly plowed through various archives in search of the documents they bring to our attention so 

effectively, without benefit of narration. ''The Atomic Cafe'' should be seen by everyone who cares about 

atomic power, the threat of nuclear war, the roots of American culture, or the pervasive effects of the 

images and ideas that blitz our minds every day through the mass media. In its own modest way, it's an 

explosive movie. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
March 17, 1982 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Crew: 
  
Directors Kevin Rafferty 
 Jayne Loader 
 Pierce Rafferty 
Producers Jayne Loader 
Kevin Rafferty 
Pierce Rafferty 
Editing Jayne Loader 
 Kevin Rafferty 
Sound Department Margaret Crimmins 
 Lee Dichter 
 Andrea Hull 
Editorial Department Cyndi Bono 
 Dominick Bono 
 MaryAnn DiLillo 
 
Restoration IndieCollect 
  
  

 

 


